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PREFACE
The spirit of a three-year-old will be kept until 100 -A Japanese saying
There are two principal themes in the present book. The first one concerns a quadratic Diophantine equation of the form X^\-=1
( fij x i x j -<7? where ip = (Pij) is a symmetric matrix with coefficients in Z and 0 / g G Z. For given ip and q a solution x = (x{) with Xi G Z is called primitive if the Xi have no nontrivial common divisor. When the equation is of the form x\ +x\ + x\ = q, Gauss showed in his Disquisitiones that the number of primitive solutions is an elementary factor times the class number of primitive binary quadratic forms of discriminant -q. His proof is roundabout; besides, though later researchers treated the cases of five and seven squares and obtained the formula for the number of primitive representations in terms of special values of Dirichlet L-functions, the connection with the class number was never explained satisfactorily. In the present book I show that the number of orbits of primitive solutions under a group of units is essentially the class number of an orthogonal group of degree n -1, in such a way that the fact specialized to the case of three squares gives the result of Gauss in a more direct way.
The other principal theme is a certain Euler product, the idea of which originated in January 1961 when I presented a theory of Hecke operators for Sp(n, Q) in a seminar at the University of Tokyo. Taking the group of similitudes instead of Sp{n, Q), I found, when n -2, an Euler product of degree 4, and also a congruence relation for each Euler p-fact or. The results were published in a short article two years later, and I turned my attention to other directions since then. Though I was always conscious of this problem, I was unable to gain a clear perspective until a few years ago, when I realized that I could treat it as a special case of the theory for Clifford groups. A large portion of this book is devoted to a full exposition of the theory including meromorphic continuation of Euler products and Eisenstein series on such groups, attaining my desire 42 years ago in a more general setting. At the same time we treat Euler products and Eisenstein series on orthogonal groups, which are actually special cases of those on Clifford groups. One of the new points of this work is that the gamma factors can be determined explicitly when the automorphic forms in question are nonholomorphic eigenfunctions of differential operators.
If p is a rational prime, Z p and Q p denote the ring of p-adic integers and the field of p-adic numbers, respectively. For an associative ring R with identity element we denote by R x the group of all invertible elements of R, by M n (R) the ring of all square matrices of size n with entries in R, and by l n the identity element of M n {R); we put then GL n (R) = M n {R) x , R x2 = {a 2 | a G R x }, and SL n (R) = { a G GL n (R) \ det(a) = 1 } if R is commutative. We also denote by R™ the set of all (m x n)-matrices with entries in R; thus M n (R) = R™, but we use M n (R) when the ring-structure is in question. We put R 171 = R™ for simplicity. For x G R™ and an ideal a of R we write x -< a if all the entries of x belong to a. (There is a variation of this; see §18.1.) The transpose, determinant, and trace of a matrix x are denoted by l x, det(x), and tr(x); we put
if x is square and invertible. The zero element of R™ is denoted by 0™ or simply by 0. The size of a zero matrix block written simply 0 should be determined by the size of adjacent nonzero matrix blocks. If X\, ... , x r are square matrices, diag[xi, ... , x r ] denotes the matrix with x\, ... , x r in the diagonal blocks and 0 in all other blocks. For a complex number or more generally for a complex matrix a we denote by Re(a), Im(a), and a the real part, the imaginary part, and the complex conjugate of a. For complex hermitian matrices x and y we write x > y and y < x if x -y is positive definite, and x > y and y < x if x -y is nonnegative. For r G R we denote by [r] the largest integer < r. Given a set A, the identity map of A onto itself is denoted by id^. To indicate that a union X = \J ieI Yi is disjoint, we write X = \_\ ieI Y\. We understand that Yli= a -1 an d Yli=a -0 if ^ > /^-For a finite set X we denote by #X or #(X) the number of elements in X. If H is a subgroup of a group G, we put [G : H] -#(G/H). However we use also the symbol [K : F] for the degree of an algebraic extension K of a field F. The distinction will be clear from the context.
The idele group of an algebraic number field K is denoted by K£, and for x G K^ we denote by \X\A, often written simply \x\, the idele norm of x\ see §9.3. By a Hecke character \ of K, we mean a continuous T-valued character of K^ trivial on K x , and we denote by \* ^n e ideal character associated with \-As for the notation concerning localization and adelization of algebraic groups, see § §9.1 and 9.3. We shall employ formal Dirichlet series of the form J^a c(a)[a], where a runs over the integral ideals of the number field in question and [a] is a certain multiplicative symbol; see §17.10. We shall often put |a| = TV (a) -1 for a fractional ideal a in both local and global cases. Since all the manifolds appearing in this section have real-analytic structure, we can speak of real-analytic functions on them, which we simply call analytic. We consider a symmetric space TC = G/K with a connected noncompact semisimple Lie group G with finite center and a maximal compact subgroup K of G. We take a Cart an decomposition go = ^o + Po, where go denotes the Lie algebra of G and to its subalgebra corresponding to K. We denote by g resp. t the complexification of go resp. to; also we denote by 11(g) resp. il(t) the universal enveloping algebra of g resp. t. We take a point o so that K = {g G G | g(o) = o}. Fixing a scalar-valued factor of automorphy J(a, z) = J a (z) defined for a G G and z G H we define a one-dimensional representation p : K -» C x by p(k) = J{k, o) for every k G K. Since K is compact, we have \p(k)\ = 1 for every k G if. Then we denote by C°° (G, p) the set of all G°° functions f on G such that f(gk) -Pik '^fig) for every k G if and <? G G. For / G C°°(W) and a G G we define f\\ p ae C°°{H) and f G G°°(G) by (Al.l) (f\\ p a)(z) = Uz)-1 f(az) 1 F>(g) = (f\\ p g)(o) (geG).
Then we easily see that / \-+ f p gives a bijection of C°°(H) onto the set C°° (G, p) . Strictly speaking, as p does not necessarily determine J&(z), the notation /|| p ce is misleading, but we use it with the understanding that J a is fixed once for all. Now we let S)(p) denote the ring of all G°° differential operators W on H such that W(f\\ p a) -{Wf)\\ p a for every / G G°°(H) and every a G G. We also denote by X>(p) the ring of operators obtained from the elements D of 11(g) which map C°°(G, p) into itself.
(ii) S)(p) is commutative.
(iii) Let ^ be the kernel of the natural homomorphism ofU(t) into C obtained from -dp : t -> C. Then an element of 11(g) annihilates C°° (G, p) if and only if it belongs to ll(g)9T p , and consequently 11(g)9t p is a two-sided ideal ofil(#).
(iv) Let U(g) K denote the set of all Ad(K)-invariant elements of 11(g), where Ad : G -• Aut(g) is the adjoint representation. Then every element of 11(g) K gives an element of V(p), and the map il($) K ->• *D(p) is surjective and has kernel H(0) K nil(g)^p.
(v) Let C(Q) be the center of 11(g). Then the natural map of C(Q) into V(p) is surjective, provided G is classical.
The first assertion is included in [S02b, vol. IV, p. 739, Theorem D]; the remaining four assertions are included in [S90, Propositions 2.1 and 2.3, and Theorem 2.4]. This theorem for trivial p, excluding (v), is classical and well-known. Thus the point of the theorem is that it holds even for nontrivial one-dimensional p. As to (v) for trivial p, Helgason showed that it is true for classical G, and even determined for which exceptional groups it is valid. Lemma A1.3. Let Z be the element ofS(p) such that Z p is the element of T*(p) obtained from the Casimir element of 11(g). Then Z is an elliptic operator, so that every element of C°° (H) that is an eigenfunction of Z is analytic.
PROOF. Let @(X, Y) be the Killing form of go-It is well-known that $ is positive definite on po, negative definite on to, and $(po, to) = 0. Therefore we can find Itbases {Xi) r i=1 of po and {Y h } s h=1 of to such that <P(Xi, Xj) -Sij and #(5^, Ye) --Shi-Then C = YH=i Xf -YLh=i ^h ls the-Casimir element. Now we have YF --dp(Y)F for every F G C°°(G, p) and every Y G t 0 , and hence £* =1 Y*F = XF with A = X^/Ui dp(Yh) 2 , which is independent of F. We can identify H with R r through the map (U) r l=l *-
Then F = f p , and hence, by Theorem A1.2 (i), (ZfY = CF. Thus
Let 7r be the projection map G -+ H defined by ir(g) = go. Then there is a differential operator L on H such that (Lf) o n = C(f o n) for every / G C°°(H).
(This C is the operator Z for trivial p.) It is well-known that L is the Laplace-Belt rami operator on TL, and is elliptic. Taking p to be trivial, we see that the above equality is true with Lf in place of (Z + A)/, and hence
(*) (Z/)(o)=[(L-A)/](o)
for every feC°°{n). Now Z(f\\ p a) = (Zf)\\ p a for every aGG, so that (Zf)(az) = ^a(^)^[^a(^) _1 /( a^) ] • Taking z = o and putting w = ceo, we obtain
(Zf)(w) = J a (o)Z[J a (z)-1 f(az)] z=o = J a (o)[(L-\)(J a (z)-1 f(az))] z^.
Similarly, (Lf)(w) -L(f(az)) = . Comparing these equalities, we see that the principal part of the operator Z is the same as the principal part of L. This proves our lemma.
Lemma A1.4. Let M and N be real analytic manifolds and f(x, y) an analytic function of (x, y) G M x N. Then, for every compact subset C of M, the function g(y) -J c f(x, y)dx of y G TV is analytic, where dx is a measure on M such that every open set is measurable and every compact set has finite measure.
PROOF. Fix a point q of N and analytic coordinates 2/1, ... , y r on an open neighborhood W of q so that y\(q) -••• = y r (o) -0. For each p in a given compact set C we can find a neighborhood U of p and a neighborhood V of q contained in W so that / has a uniformly convergent expansion (t) /(^,!/) = E"^W-!/? r for (x, y) e U xV with analytic functions a n on [/, where n = (n^= 1 . Since each a n can be obtained as a partial derivative of /, it is an analytic function defined on the whole M. Since C is compact, we can find a finite set {(pi, Ui, Vi)}i e i of such points pi of C and neighborhoods Ui and Vi so that
Then Y is a neighborhood of q and the series of (f) is uniformly convergent on C xY. Therefore term-wise integration of (f) over C gives the desired result.
Given / G C°°(G, p) and g, h e G, we put
JK
Here and throughout this and the next sections we normalize the measure of K so that J K dk = 1. We easily see that M h / G C°°(G, p) and
Theorem Al.5. Let f be an analytic element ofC°° (G, p) . Then there exists a neighborhood V of the identity element e of G and a sequence {D^l}^= 0 of
Moreover, the D^ are independent of f in the following sense: if V and E^ play the roles of V and D 1^ for an analytic f f G C°°(G, p), then D^ = E^ for every h in a neighborhood of e contained in V D V.
PROOF. Take {Xi}\ =1 as in the proof of Lemma A1.3. This is an orthonormal basis of po with respect to the Killing form, which is ^4d(if)-invariant. We put IIELi^ll = {ELi^} 1/2 for UeR. Put N 5 = {Yep 0 \\\Y\\<8} for 0<SeH.
Therefore, choosing a suitable neighborhood U of e in G and a small 5, we have an expansion
G U x N 2 s with analytic functions a n on J7, where n = (n^= 1 and y ' = E[=i U{Y)Xi. For -2 < s < 2 and Y G N 6 we have (*) /(^•exp( 5 y))=En a n(^)^Hti(F) ni ---t r (F)^, where \n\ = YH=zi n i-On ^n e °ther hand, a well-known principle guarantees that f (g -exp(sY)) = Ylm=o( sTn / rn^( Y rn f)(g) f°r small |s|. Comparing this with (*) we see that (Y m f)(g) = E\n\=m a n(g)h(Y)^ • -.t r (Y) n *. Since (*) is valid for s = 1 and (g, Y) G U x N$, we thus obtain for (g, Y) £ U x N$, and the convergence is locally uniform. We now fix X G N 6 and put h = exp(X) and Y fe = Ad(k)X for A: G A\ Then Yk G A^, and for g £ U we have
= / ]T -(rr/)(<?)* by (**). We can change J K Theorem A1.6. Let f be a nonzero element ofC°° (G, p) that is an eigenfunction ofV(p) in the sense that Df = \(D)f for every D 
Then there is an analytic function p on G depending only on X such that
PROOF. Let / = p p with p G C°°(TL). Then p is an eigenfunction of the operator Z of Lemma A1.3, so that p is analytic by that lemma. Consequently / is analytic on G. Take V as in Theorem A 1.5. Then, for g, h G V we have
where p(h) = Xlm=o M^™)-By Lemma A1.4 the first integral is analytic in (g, h), and hence we have
and the last integral is analytic in h. Therefore p can be extended to an analytic function on the whole G, with which (A1.4) holds, as both sides of (A1.4) are analytic in A 1.7. We now generalize the notion of spherical functions as follows. In the setting of §A1.1 we call a function / in C OC) (G) a /^-spherical function if it satisfies the following three conditions: (A1.5a) /(e) = 1, where e is the identity element ofG; (A1.5b) f(kfxk) = pik'k)-1 /^) for every k'\ k G K; (A1.5c) / is an eigenfunction of V(p) in the sense that Df = Xf (D) f with
If p is trivial, this is the definition of a spherical function on G. We call a nonzero element / of C°°(G, p) an eigenfunction oiV(p) if / has property (Al.5c), and use the symbol Xf (D) always in that sense.
Proposition A1.8. Let f be a nonzero element of C°° (G) . Then f is pspherical if and only if
for every x, y G G.
PROOF. Suppose / is p-spherical; then we have an analytic function \x satisfying (A 1.4). Putting y = e, we find that p = /, which proves the 'only if'-part. Conversely suppose (A1.6) holds. Substituting £km for k with I, m G K, we see that / satisfies (A1.5b). Take x to be an element xo such that f(xo) ^ 0 and take y = e. Then f(xo)f(e) = J K p(k)f(xok)dk = f{xo), so that /(e) = 1. Next, PROOF. TO prove (ii), take g 0 G G so that f(go) ^ 0. Then f{go)p(x) = J K p(k)f(gokx)dk, and we can easily verify that p has properties (A1.5a, b). For
JK so that Dp = Xf (D) p. This proves (ii). As for (iii), take any B G il(g) and observe
Then D belongs to the set 11(g) K of Theorem A1.2 (iii), and so it defines an element Do of V(p). Thus, for any p-spherical ip we have (Doip)(e) = (D(p)(e) = J K 
[Ad(k)B(p](e)dk = J K p(k)(B(p)(k)dk = (B(p)(e).
Therefore if <p and ^ are as in (iii), then by (i), (B(p)(e) = (Bip)(e) for every B G 11(g) , which means that <p and ip have the same derivatives at the origin. Since they are analytic, they must coincide.
ALIO.
We now take a decomposition of the form G = RBK with closed Lie subgroups R and B such that (A1.7) RBDK = BHK and bRb~l C R for every be B.
For example, we can take a parabolic subgroup P of G such that G = PK, and consider a decomposition P = RB with the unipotent radical RotP and a reductive factor B of P. An Iwasawa decomposition G = NAK is another example. We then put (B, pi) . Let to resp. bo be the Lie algebra of R resp. B. Putting r = to 0R C and b -bo 0R C, denote by it(r) resp. 11(b) the universal enveloping algebra of r resp. b. Then we denote by T>(pi) the ring of operators obtained from the elements of it(b) that map C°°{B 1 pi) into itself. For every / G £R{P) the restriction of / to B belongs to £BDR{PI), and we easily see that the restriction gives a bijection of £R(P) onto £BnR{pi)-Indeed, if rbk = r\b\ki with r, r\ G R, b, b\ G B, and k, k\ G K, then To prove this, we may assume that iGto-Then, for b G B we have
since 6 • exp(tX)6 -1 G i?. This proves (A 1.9). Now extend -dp : £ -> C to a homomorphism a : ii(f!) -• C. Then W/ = a(W)/ if W G il(t) and / G C 00^, p). Let y G il(£|). Since $ = t + b + £, by a well-known principle, Y can be expressed as a finite sum of elements of the form UZW with U G U(t), Z G 11(b), and W G il(6). (The expression 3 = r -f b +1 may not be a direct sum, but that causes no problem.) Therefore we can find a finite sum E = ]T ZW with such Z and W, such that Y -E G rll(g). Let / G £R{P). Then for any Q G 11(g) we can take Qf to be /i in (A1.9). Therefore
where T = ^a(l^)Z, which is an element of 11(b). Take Y G D(p). Since / G £R{P)I we easily see that y/ G £R(P), and hence T(/? G £BHR(PI)-
SO that T G D(pi). Thus T<p = P(T)p by our assumption, and hence y/ coincides with (3(T)f on 5. Since both Yf and /3(T)f belong to £R(P) and they coincide on B, we obtain Yf = /3(T)/, which proves our lemma.
We note here a simple fact: Let 9T p be the kernel of a, which is exactly 9t p of Theorem Al.2 (hi). Given Y G 11(g), there exists an element T of 11(b) such that (ALIO) y-TGtU(fl)+U(fl)91 p .
Indeed, we have seen that Y -E G ril(g). Now E -T = ]T Z(W -a(W)), and W -a(W) G 9t p , and hence we obtain (ALIO).
A1.12. Given an eigenfunction
Now we can choose / as follows. We take an Iwasawa decomposition G = NAK, denote by do the Lie algebra of A, and take a continuous homomorphism ( :
for n e N, a e A, and A: G K. Take (JV, A) to be (i?, 5) of §A1.10. Then g v G £jy(p), and hence ^ is an eigenfunction of V(p) by Lemma ALII, and the eigenvalues are determined by v. Put
Since g v (e) = 1, ^ is exactly the function p if we take g v to be /. Thus (p u is p-spherical and A^^(D) = X 9u (D) for every D G 2}(p) . Now all possible sets of eigenvalues of T>(p) can be obtained in this fashion because of the following theorem.
PROOF. This is due to Harish-Chandra if p is trivial. The case of nontrivial p can be proved in the same manner by modifying the proof of [He2, p. 418, Theorem 4.3], or rather, by modifying the arguments of various auxiliary facts required in the proof. First of all, by Theorem A 1.2 (iv), V(p) can be obtained from 11(g) x , which is independent of p. However, the kernel 9T p depends on p\ in fact, ii(g)^fl p = il(g)E if p is trivial. Now the symbols D(G), D^(G), and D(^4) in [He2] correspond to il(g), ii(g) K , and 11(d) here. Therefore we have to replace D(G)t by H(g)9t p , which is a two-sided ideal of 11(g) as noted in Theorem AL2 (iii). Then all arguments go through for nontrivial p. Without presenting all the details, we content ourselves with noting two examples of how the arguments must be modified:
This generalizes [He2, p. 302, Lemma 5.14]. The existence of T was given in (ALIO); we take (R, B) there to be (JV, A). To prove the uniqueness, let
and define an element / of C°°(G, p) by f(nak) = p{k)-1 L P (a). By (A1.9) with R = JV we have Ef = 0; also, by Theorem A1.2 (iii), Ff = 0. Thus Df = 0. On the other hand, for a G A we have (Df)(a) = (Dip)(a), so that Dp = 0 for every p G C°°(A), so that D = 0. This proves the uniqueness. (II) For the proof of [He2,p. 305, (38)], we have to show that A(S d -1 (gi)t) Cil^+Ee^M^W)-Indeed, for X G t we have X = a(X)+X-a(X), and hence X(X) G C + 9V Thus, for y G S^1^) we have A(FX) -X(Y)X(X) G E e <d A(5 c (fl)) and X(Y)X(X) G A(5' cf~1 (g)) +11(9)^, which gives the desired fact.
In fact, the result of Harish-Chandra gives a more precise result by considering the action of the Weyl group on the vector space of v. This can be generalized to the case of nontrivial p, but since we do not need it, we leave the details to the reader.
Proposition A1.14. Define 8 sJ and E^(z, s; /, T) by (18.8) and (18.13) with f in the set S% of §17.13. Then 5 s j is an eigenfunction of £>£ (for the notation see §17.12) for every s G C and E^i p (z, s; /, T) is an eigenfunction of T>% for Re(s) > (m + n -l)/2. PROOF. Let SO% resp. SO$ denote the identity component of SO% resp. SO%. We consider the decomposition SOfi = RBK with and also an analytic function Q(g, h) on G x G satisfying the following two conditions:
Given Then
Jn with c G C, provided the integral is convergent. Moreover, c depends only on A and P.
PROOF. Let / = (p p ; define Q and R as above so that Q(g, h) = R(h~1g) and
. Then we can easily verify that (A2.5) is equivalent to
when the integral is convergent. To prove it, let F(g) denote the left-hand side of (A2.6). Then, for every k G K we have
by Theorem A1.6, where the function p is determined by A as in that theorem.
As to the convergence: Our assertion is trivial if / is identically 0; so assume that f(g) ^ 0 for some g, and the integral of (A2.6) is convergent. Then the double integral
This completes the proof.
Remark A2.3. If p is trivial, (p is nonnegative on the whole H, and (A2.5) is convergent for z = ZQ with a point ^o such that <p(zo) > 0, then it is convergent for every z G H. Indeed, our reasoning combined with these assumptions shows that f G \R(y~1)p(y)\dy < oo. Then reversing our argument, we find that R(y~1)f(gky) is integrable as a function of (y, k) G G x K for every g G G. Therefore, for every fixed g G G, j G R{y~l)f{gky)dy is meaningful for almost all k G K. Since the last integral is independent of /c, we obtain the desired conclusion. A2.4. We can naturally ask whether Theorems A1.6 and A2.2 can be generalized to the case of an arbitrary representation p. Let us now show that if 7i is hermitian and classical, then there are formulas of type (A2.5) with higher-dimensional p, applicable to holomorphic f.
We first make the following observation. Let h(w, z) be a function on H x H antiholomorphic in w and holomorphic in z. Then ft is completely determined by h(z, z). In other words, ft = 0 on the whole TL x TL if h(z, z) = 0 for every z £ H. Indeed, it is sufficient to prove this by replacing TLxTLhyUxU with a neighborhood 
The explicit forms of TL and K c for each G are given in [S94, pp. 143-144] . We put E(z) = (£(z), ^(^)) with £ and 7/ given there; we define also A a (z) by A a (;z) = (A(a, z), /x(a, 2;)) with A and /x of [S94, (1.2)]; see also (2.2b, c) of the same paper.
In each case the entries of E are polynomial functions in ~z and z, and therefore we can define a K c -valued function E(w, z) of (w, z) G TL x TL antiholomorphic in w and holomorphic in z such that E(z, z) -E{z). This E(w, z) is unique for the reason explained at the beginning. The same principle combined with (A2.7a) implies that
As we said, K c C GL rn (C) xGL n (C); so we put det 0 (x, y) = det(y) for (x, y)e K c ; we also put (A2.8) 6(w, z) = deto(S(i£;, *)), S(z) = det 0 (S(^)), j a (z) = det 0 (A a (^)).
Then j a (w)j a (z)5(aw, az) = 5(w, z). If G = Sp(n, R), for example, then K c -{(a, a) | a G GL n (C)}, and so we can identify i^c with GL n (C) . Then E(w, z) -(i/2)(w -z) and A a (z) = c a z + d a , where (c a d a ) is the lower half of a. We shall discuss the unitary case in §A2.8. Now the formula with higher-dimensional p for holomorphic functions can be given as follows: PROOF. We first observe that every holomorphic function on H is an eigenfunction of £)(pi), if pi is a one-dimensional representation. Indeed, a set of generators of V{pi) was given in [S90] . There are two types, but each operator of one type is of the form M z = 0D z E w ; see [S90, Theorem 3.6 and Proposition 4.1]. As explained in the last paragraph of [S90, Section 7] and also in [S94, Proposition 2.2], such an Mz corresponds to an operator on TL of the form 0D z^a z E z (which is denoted by Lp), and E z annihilates holomorphic functions. Therefore every holomorphic function on 7i is annihilated by all such nonconstant operators, and hence (A2.5) is applicable with a constant c independent of p.
also 5(w) k gives r{w) with r of (A2.4). Thus (A2.5) with Pk as P implies Putting z = ZQ, we obtain (A2.9) with c(s) = Co(s), which is independent of p and /. This proves our theorem, except for the last point concerning the explicit form of c(s).
Since we have seen that c(s) -co(s), the question is the explicit form of CQ(S) in (A2.10). Before discussing it, we first note that (A2.10) is essentially a special case of (A2.9). Indeed, take p(x, y) = det(y) k and substitute s + k for s; then the left-hand side of (A2.9) becomes the left-hand side of (A2.10). Therefore (A2.10) with an arbitrary k follows from the case with k = 0, and we obtain (A2.ll) Cfc(s)=co(s + fc).
We note also that [S97, Propositions A2.9 and A2.ll] are exactly (A2.10) in the unitary and symplectic cases, though the determination of the constant c k (s) in terms of gamma functions as given in those propositions requires some nontrivial calculations. In §A2.8 below we shall determine c k {s) by a method simpler than that of [S97] . The method is applicable to other types of groups, which is what is meant by the statement that c(s) can be determined explicitly, though we leave the details of calculation in those cases to the reader. A2.6. Returning to the setting of §A2.1 and Theorem A2.2, we call an element <p of C°°(H) an eigenfunction of^{p)
if Dip = X ip (D) p for every De!9(p). Now Theorem A2.2 implies that formula (A2.10) is valid even for such an eigenfunction p of 2)(p), not necessarily holomorphic, if we replace Ck(s) by a certain constant c£(s) depending on k, s, and the eigenvalues A^ (D) . We are going to determine this c£(s) explicitly in the orthogonal, symplectic, and unitary cases. (In the orthogonal case, we consider the space of Section 16 which may not be hermitian; also we take S(w, z) of (16.4d) which is different from the function given in [S94] . Still we have a formula of type (A2.10) in such a nonhermitian case.) Now we determine c^(s) in the following way. Given an arbitrary eigenfunction / of £>(p), we find an eigenfunction /o of £>(p) with the same eigenvalues as / for every element of 2)(p), and such that /o(nafc) = p(fc) _1 C(a) for (n, a, k) G N x A x K with a homomorphism £ : A -> C x , as we discussed in §A1.12. The existence of such an /o is guaranteed by Theorem A 1.13. Clearly £ is parametrized by C r with r = dim(.A). Therefore the eigenvalues are parametrized by C r , and we shall determine c£(s) as a function of fc, s and the parameters in C r in Theorems A2.10, A2.12, and A2.15. ]. This procedure is simpler than the proof of that proposition, which is somewhat roundabout.
In the symplectic case, G = Sp(n,H) , the space is S) = {z G C™ | l zz, lm(z) > 0}, 5(z, w) = det ((i/2)(w -z)), and £(2) = det (lm(z)). Now CQ(S) = / \6(w, z)-2 5(z)5(w)\ s dw, dw = 5{w)~n-1 \{ {{i/2)dw hk dw hk }.
J f) h<k
Putting z = il n and w = x + iy with real x and y, we obtain co(s) = 2 2na / / \dei(x + i{y+l n ))\~2 s dxdet( y y-2 *dy,
JQ JS
where K = {n + l)/2. By (A2.17), / | det (x + i(y + l n )) |" 2s da: = 2 n^+1~2s K nK det(y + l)"-2s r,l(2s -/c)r^(s)" 2 .
Therefore our problem is reduced to J Q det(y + l) K_2s det(y) s~2K dy, to which (A2.18) is applicable. By (A2.ll) a straightforward calculation shows that (A2.21b) c k (s) = 2 n^+1 )7r n *r n 1 (s + k -n)r^{s + jk)" 1 , which differs from the constant given in [S97, Proposition A2.ll] by a factor (2i)-nk 2-2ns , because det(z-w) was employed there instead of 5(w, z) here.
A2.9.
Let us now consider the case of eigenfunctions that are not necessarily holomorphic. We first take our group G to be the unitary group of (A2. Before proving this, let us insert a remark. This includes the formula for holomorphic /. Indeed, as explained in the proof of Theorem A2.5, all holomorphic functions belong to the same eigenvalues of 33 (p). Thus we can take / 0 = 1. Then /o(na) = ni=i a r fc > an d therefore we obtain Cfc(s, {c^}) for holomorphic / by taking c^ = -k for every z, which gives exactly (A2.21a).
PROOF. AS we said in the proof of Theorem A2.5, P satisfies (A2.1). We may assume that 0 = l t , as the problem can be reduced to that case. Now, f^(nak)p(k)~1fQ (a) = p(k)~x nr=i a ?N an d hence by Lemma Al.ll, f£ is an eigenfunction of 23(p); therefore by Theorem A2.2, (A2.24) holds with a constant c k (s, {cti}) when the integral is convergent. For the moment we assume the convergence, to which we will turn at the end. Thus our task is to find the explicit value of Cfc(s, {c*i})-Since /o(i) = <5(i) = 1, we have
Recall the formula f G To determine F, we take /o = 1, in which case ai --k for every ?' , as remarked just after the statement of the theorem. This is the case for holomorphic /, and therefore Cfc(s, {-k}) must coincide with the constant Cfc(s) given in (A2.11a). Therefore, comparing it with (*) for c^ = -h, we find an explicit form for F, which gives Cfc(s, {c^}) as stated in (A2.24).
To discuss the convergence, put s' = s + /c/2. Then our problem is the convergence of
We first take / = /Q. Then ^(nai) = n[=i a i e , and so g is of the same type as /o; thus the integral times (5(^) s is a special case of the integral of (A2.24) with k = 0. As we said in Remark A2.3, the integral is convergent if it is convergent at a point z = zo such that g(zo) > 0. The above calculation shows that the integral of (A2.24) is convergent at z -i for sufficiently large Re(s), and consequently (**) is convergent for every z G 3 on the same domain of s'. Now, the principle of [S97, Lemma A1.5] (see also [S99c, Lemma 2.1]) shows that (**) is convergent for s' in any right half plane on which CQ(S'', {Re(c^)}) is holomorphic, and hence we obtain our last assertion about the convergence when f = f 0 .
Next, take / to be an eigenfunction such that 5 k / 2 f is bounded. Then we replace g in (**) by the constant 1. For that choice of g the integral becomes co(s',{0}), which is finite for Re(«s / ) > n -1. Therefore the original integral of (A2.24) is convergent for Re(s) > n -1 -(k/2). This completes the proof.
A2.ll.
Let us next consider the orthogonal case by taking our setting to be that of §16.1 with r > 0. We define SO^ by (16.1), put G = SO^ for simplicity, and consider an Iwasawa decomposition G -NAK 1 where K is C\ of Proposition 16.6(h), A consists of the matrices of (A2.22) with 0 < ai G R, and N consists of all the matrices of the form
where U r is the group of §A2.7 in the case K = R and S' = {a G R£ | V = -a}. These (u, 6, a) give independent parameters of N. This form of N can be obtained by first taking the decomposition G = P*C\ as in Proposition 16.6 (ii), and by showing that P£ = AN. (Our groups G and K are not connected, but still we have G -NAK with connected N and A, and so we call it an Iwasawa decomposition; we can even replace them by O^ and C of (16.9), which causes no problems.) PROOF. This can be proved more or less in the same manner as for Theorem A2.10. However, we have to modify the argument nontrivially at two points. The first point is that a of (A2.25) belongs to the set S f of alternating matrices, not to S of (A2.14). Therefore, instead of (A2.17) we need (A2.27) / det(a + p)-*°da = 2W<*<* det^-D/ 2 -2 * ffi 2 « " f " 1)/2 > JS' "r ( s ) "r ( 5 + V 2 ) (Re(2s)>r-l), where 0 < p = t p G R£, and da -Yli<j d&ij-This is given in [S99c, (2.13 valid for Re(s) > (n -2)/2 and 9 = l t . Once this is known, we see that the righthand side is c(s, {0}). Therefore, comparing it with (#) with a^ = 0, we find that F(S) = 2 rn / 2 7r r ( n -1 )/ 2 r r 1 (5)" 1 r r 1 (5 +1/2)-1 , which proves (A2.26). As for the convergence, what we said in the unitary case is valid in the present case. To prove (A2.28), we can take z = 1. Put w -t(z) with t of (16.15b) and z in B of (16.14c). Employing (16.16), we find that the integral over Z equals 2 rn / 2 J B det(l g -y • *y) s " n/2 dy. By [S97, Lemma A2.7] the last integral over B equals 7r qr / 2 r*(s -(q -l)/2)r*(s + 1/2) -1 . Thus we obtain (A2.28). 
where n = (n -f-l)/2, provided the integral is convergent. For / = / 0 , the integral is convergent in any right half plane on which co(s + (k/2), {c^}) is finite. If f is an eigenfunction such that 5(w) k / 2 f(w) is bounded on the whole fj, then the integral is convergent for Re(s) > n -(k/2).
PROOF. This can be proved in exactly the same fashion as for Theorem A2.10. For the same reason as explained after Theorem 2.10, the case of holomorphic / is included as a special case with cti = -k for every i.
In this section we treated the orthogonal, symplectic, and unitary groups of the above types, but our methods are applicable to other types of groups such as Sp(n, C) and SO(n, C). The necessary integral formulas are given in [S99c, Section 7] , in addition to what we quoted from [S82] and [S97] .
A3. Structure of Clifford algebras over R
A3.1. In this section we study the structure of A(V, <p) and A + (V, if) when the basic field is R. We begin with some elementary facts on involutions of an algebra. Let A be an algebra with identity element over a field F of characteristic ^ 2, and <T an F-linear involution of A. For a vector space X over F denote by dim/? X the dimension of X over F, and put These are easy exercises.
A3.4. We now take (V, ip) with nondegenerate <p. Throughout the rest of this section we put n = dim(y). We consider the canonical involution * of A(V); we can thus define d+(*). Since A+(V) is stable under *, we can also define d+ on A+(V), which we denote by d+(*). If {ei}^= 1 is an orthogonal basis of V over Similarly, taking (1 + x) n -(1 -x) n instead of (1 + x) n + (1 -x) n , we obtain (I + x) n -(1 -x) n -i(l + ix) n + i(l -ix) n = 4^ ( n Adding this to (A3.3) and putting x = 1, we find that ( 2 71 -1 -2 (n~2)/2 if n = 4 or 6 (mod 8).
A3.5. Let
A be an F-algebra with Q or R as F, and a an F-linear involution of A. We call a positive if TT(xx a ) > 0 for every x G A, ^ 0, where Tr is the reduced trace map A -> F. We can show that an algebra with a positive involution is semisimple, but we do not need this result, since we deal only with semisimple algebras. Let A -© tG/ Ai with simple F-algebras A % and let a be a positive involution of A. If 0 ^ x G Ai and x a G Aj with j ^ i, then xx a = 0, a contradiction, as Tr(xi; (T ) > 0. Thus each Ai is stable under cr. In this way any problem about a positive involution of a semisimple algebra can be reduced to that of a simple algebra. Now take F to be R. Then there are three types of simple algebras over R : M n (R), M n (C), and M n (H), where H denotes the Hamilton quaternions. Let a be a positive involution of one of these. If the algebra is A/ n (C), a cannot be the identity map on C, since Tr(x 2 ) < 0 for some x G C. Thus a must be complex conjugation on C.
(A3.5) d+(*) = {
To treat all cases uniformly, we let K denote any of these three division rings R, C, and H, and denote by x the complex conjugate or the quaternion conjugate of x G K; we have x = x if K = R. Extend this to M n (K) by putting x = (xtj) for x = (xij). Then we easily see that x • -» f x is a positive involution of il/ n (K) . Now let a be an involution of Jl/ n (K); we assume that a gives complex conjugation on C if K = C. Let us now show that x a = a • % _1 for every x G M n (K) with an element a of GL n (K) such that *a = ea with e = ±1 if K = R or H and e = 1 if K = C. Indeed, given c\ we see that x i -• ^xY is an automorphism of M n (K) over its center, and hence is an inner automorphism. Thus x a = a • ^a" 1 for every # G il/ n (K) with an element a of GL n (K) . Since (x (J ) (J = a:, we see that taa -1 commutes with every element of il/ n (K) , so that f ftQ _1 = c with c G R if K is R or H; t aa~1 = c with c G C if K = C. From the relation l a = ca we obtain cc = 1. Thus c = ±1 if K = R or H.
Replacing a by ba< we may assume that *a = a, which proves the expected fact.
Lemma A3.6. Let x a = a -l xa~l with a G GL n (K) and e as above. Then G is positive if and only if e = 1 and a is positive or negative definite.
PROOF. TO prove the direct part, suppose e = 1 and a is positive definite. Then we can find a positive definite 8 = *5 such that a = S 2 . Given x G M n (K), ^ 0, put z = S^xS. Then Tr(xx a ) = Tr(5" 1^2 • 'xJ" 1 ) = Tr(^ • *z) > 0, so that a is positive. If a is negative definite, we obtain the same conclusion by taking S 2 = -a.
We prove the converse part only in the case K = H, as the other two cases are similar and easier. Let 7 = pa • */? with (3 G GL n (H). For y = p~1x/3 with x G i\/ n (H) we have j5yy a j3~l = #7 • *X7 _1 , so that cr is positive if and only if the involution x H-> 7 • ^ary -1 is positive. Therefore the nature of a does not change by replacing a by pa • */?. Now suppose l a = -a. Let i, j, A; be the standard quaternion units. It is well known that there exists p G GL n (H) such that Pa-l p = jl n ; see [S99c, Lemma 3.2], for example. Thus we may assume that a = jl n . Then for x = il n we have xx a = -l n , so that TY(xx a ) < 0. Therefore t a = a if cr is positive. Suppose a is not definite; then t: uau = 0 for some u G H™, ^ 0. Put y = U' l u. Then y =^ 0 and Tr(ycv • t ya~1) = Tr(u • ^aw • t ua~1) = 0, and so a is not positive. This completes the proof.
Lemma A3.7. Let A he a semisimple algebra over R with a positive involution a. Then there exists an H-linear isomorphism f of A onto 0 iG/ B^ with Bi of the form M n (K) , such that f{x CT ) = { l ai)i€i if f{x) = (a^)^G/. PROOF. We have seen that every simple component of A is stable under cr, and hence we may assume that A is simple and isomorphic to M n (K) . By Lemma A3.6 we have x a = a • l xa~l with a positive definite hermitian element a, changing a for -a if necessary. We can find a hermitian element p such that p 2 = a. Put f(x) = p~1xp. Then f{x G ) = t f(x), which proves our lemma.
Lemma A3.8. For (V, tp) with nondegenerate if defined over R the following assertions hold:
(i) The canonical involution of A(V) gives a positive involution on A + (V) if (f is positive or negative definite.
(ii) If <p is positive resp. negative definite, then the map x H-» x* resp. x i -> (V)* is a positive involution of A(V).
PROOF. In view of Lemma 3.8, it is sufficient to prove (i) when cp is positive definite. The structure of A + (V) described in Theorem 2.8 shows that if we denote by T+(a) the trace of the image of a G A+(V) under the regular representation over R, then T+(a) = cTr(a) with 0 < c G Q x . Therefore it is sufficient to prove that T+(xx*) > 0 for 0/xG A+(V). Our proof is by induction on n. The onedimensional case is trivial. Suppose n > 1; let V = [7 +Re with an element e such that e 2 -1 and U = (Re) 1 . Then A+{V) = A + (U) © A~{U)e. For 7 G A~(U)e, right multiplication by 7 sends A + {U) resp. ^4~({7)e into A~(U)e resp. T4 + (17). Therefore T+(7) = 0 for every 7 G A"(L7)e. Let x = a + 6e with a G -A + (£7) and 6G A" (C7). Then xx* = (a + 6e)(a* + e6*) = aa* + 66* + (6a* -a6*)e and 6a*-a6* G A~(C7), so that T + (xx*) = T+(aa* +66*). Take an element g of 7/ such that g 2 = 1. Then 6# G ^+(77) and 66* = (bg)(bg)*. Since A+(V) = A + (/7)©v4+(^)^e, a regular representation of A+(V) restricted to A + (U) is twice a regular representation of A+{U). Therefore by induction, T + (aa*) > 0 and T + (66*) = T((bg)(bg)*) > 0. If x ^ 0, then either a^O or 6 7^ 0, so that T+(xx*) > 0. This proves (i).
As for A{V), we first assume that p is positive definite and take an element h of V such that if n = 4 (mod 8).
(A3.8)
A3.10. Let us now determine the structure of A(V) when p is positive or negative definite. We first assume that n is odd. Take an orthogonal basis {hi}f =1 of V such that hf = e where e = 1 or -1 according as p is positive or negative definite; put z = hi --h n and £ = R + Rz. By Theorem 2.8, £ is the center of A(V), A(V) = A+(V) (g) R £, and z 2 -£ n(_ 1 )n(n-i)/2 > Thug £ ig isomorphic to c or R 0 R depending on (s, n). Therefore from (A3.6) we can easily derive [ M 2m (R) 0 M 2m (R) if ra = e (mod 8), M 2m (C) if n= -£ (mod 4).
Let us next assume that n is even and put p = n/2 and ra = 2 P_1 . Then, with 5 as above, we have f M 2m (R) if p = 0 or s (mod 4), < A3 ' 9 > ^'"{M^H, i(p = 2o,-£ ( m od4).
Indeed, A(V) in this case is central simple over R by Theorem 2.8 (i), and hence isomorphic to M 2m (R) or M m (H). Suppose £ = 1; then by Lemmas A3.3 and A3.7, d+(*) is ra(2ra + 1) of ra(2ra -1) accordingly. Comparing this with (A3.5), we obtain (A3.9) when e = 1.
Next suppose e --1; put x CT = (a/)* for x G ^4(V). Since x a = -x* for x G J4~(V), we easily see that (A3.10) d+(*) + d + (a) = 2d!j_(*) + 2 n " 1 .
Combining this with (A3.4) and (A3.5), we obtain d+(a). Now cr is positive by Lemma A3.8. Therefore, by the same type of argument as in the case e = 1, we obtain (A3.9) for e = -1.
A3.11. The structure of A(V) and A+(V) with p of an arbitrary signature can be reduced to the case of definite p as follows. We take a Witt decomposition A4. An embedding of G l {V) into a symplectic group A4.1. We discussed in §15.14 an isomorphism of 5p(2, R) with G l {V, p) when F = R and (p is of signature (2, 3), and also mentioned an embedding of G X {V) into Sp(/x, R) in a more general case. Let us now explain these in detail. We take our setting to be that of §15.1 with n > 5. Thus V = U + R^ + RK and U = T + Re. Put x a = e~1x*£ for x G A(U). This is an involution of A{U). Let us now prove that a gives a positive involution of A+(U). Given x G A+(U). we can put x = a + be with a G A + (T) and b G /l _ (r). Denote by tr the trace of a regular representation of A + (U). Then xx* 7 = (a + be)(a* -£&*) = aa* -bb* + c£ with c G A~(T), so that tr^xx* 7 ) = tv(aa* -bb*) for the same reason as in the proof of Lemma A3.8. We can find an element 77 of T such that if = -1. Then bi] G A+(T) and {bi])(br))* = -66*, so that t^ra* 7 ) -tr (aa* + (M(M*) > °> since a 1-• a* is a positive involution of A + (T) by Lemma A3.8 (i).
Next suppose that n -A = ±1 (mod 8). Then for every subspace A" of T of codimension 1, by (A3.6), A+(X) is isomorphic to M^/ 2 (R) with p = 2 (n_3) / 2 . Since X is a core subspace of U, we see that A+(U) is isomorphic to M /1 (R) as explained in §A3.11. By Lemma A3.7 we can identify A + (U) with il/^R) so that x a = l x for every x G .A + (£/). Put /7c = U 0R C and extend a C-linearly to A(U C ). Then we can identify A + {U C ) with M^(C) so that ;r a = *x for every x G T4 + (£/C)-We easily see that (eu,) <T = eu for every u G /7c-Define E by (2.14) with £ as g, and f) by (15.4a). In §15.14 we have seen that E(G l (V)) C Sp(/.i, R). We are going to discuss the action of G l (V) on 9) defined in §15.6 in connection with the action of Sp(/j,< R) on the space (A4.1) A a (s).
By Theorem 15.7 (6) every point of 55 is of the form a{ie) with some a G G 1 (y). Comparing (A4.6) with (A4.2) for w = il^, we find that e • a(z^) = £(il^) G W, which proves (A4.3). Thus ez G 7Y. Therefore, comparing (A4.5) with (A4.2) for w = ez, we obtain (A4.4). If n = 5, then E^G 1^) ) = 5p(2, R) as proven in §15.14, and so we have eS) = H, from which we obtain (15.19a).
As for scalar factors of automorphy, from Lemma 3.18 we obtain (A4.7) det (Xc(ez))=iy(X a (z)Y where m = 2^^~2. We can embed G l (V) into a symplectic group over R and prove analogues of (A4.3) and (A4.4) even when n -4 ^ ±1 (mod 8). We can also find such an embedding over a number field. We will not treat these topics here, as they require lengthy preliminaries. 
We have clearly p(x) 2 = ip [x] for every x e V. The elements q(x) for all a? € V generate M 2 (B) . Indeed, we have seen in §7.4, (B) that the elements q(0, b) for all b G B generate M 2 (B) . By the definition of A(V), there exists an F-linear ring- We can state (A4.12) in the following way. We simply identify G + (V) with G in an obvious way, and define the map r :
Then the spin group is given by This is the group of similitudes of Jo, and G l (V) becomes the symplectic group defined with the alternating matrix J 0 .
A5. Spin representations and Lie algebras
A5.1. We take (V, </?) over F, and assume for the moment that F is algebraically closed; we put n = dim(V) as before. We are interested in the representation of G 1 (F) obtained from its injection into A + (V). Since F is algebraically closed, the core dimension of (V, ^ is 0 or 1. Clearly G+(V) = F x G l (V), and hence
First suppose n = 2r +1 with 0 < r G Z; then, taking dim(X) = 1 in Theorem 2.6, we see that A + (V) is isomorphic to M rn (F) with m = 2 r . Next suppose n = 2r G 2Z. Then by the same theorem with AT = {0}, A+(V) is isomorphic to M m / 2 (F) x M m/2 (i ? ). Thus the injection G l (V) -> A+(V) X defines an injective homomorphism x (GL m (F) if ra = 2r + l, (A5.1) " : G (V) -> | GL^{F)
x G^/2(F)
. f n = ^ where m = 2 r . This a; is called the spin representation of G ?1 (V). If n = 2r, we put u(a) -(u;i(a), ^(a)) with two homomorphisms CJI, uo 2 : G 1 (V) -• GL m / 2 (F). To state our theorem on a;, we fix a Witt decomposition V = Z + E^i(Fe z + F/,) with dim(Z) < 1.
Theorem A5.2. (i)
The spin representation is irreducible in the sense that uo (G l {V) ) spans M m (F) or M m / 2 (F) x M rn / 2 (F) according as n is even or odd.
(ii) Given ai, ... , a r G C x , there exists an element a of G 1 (V) with the following two properties: (1) eir(a) = a~2e^ and far (a) = a 2^ for 1 < i < r and zr(a) -z for every z G Z\ (2) if n = 2r + 1, then UJ{OL) is a semisimple matrix whose characteristic roots are a^1 • • • a £ r r with all elements (ei)\ =1 PROOF. Assertion (i) means that ou (G l (V) ) spans A+(V) over F. Both (i) and (ii) are obvious if n = 1. Assuming n > 2, put e = ei, / = /1, and J7 = ^ + EL2( F^ + F^) ; then^ = f/ + i?e + F /-Put 7a=ae/ + « _1 /e with aGF x . Then 7a G G 1^) , er( 7a ) = a~2e, and /r( 7a ) -a 2 / by (3.12a). If n = 2, the elements 7a for all a £ F x span A + (V). Thus both (i) and (ii) hold when n = 2. We therefore assume that n > 2 and prove our theorem by induction on n. Define & by (2.8) and E by (2.14) with an element g G U such that g 2 = 1. We take g G Z if n £ 2Z and # = e r + / r if n G 2Z. Then ~"(A+(V)) = M 2 (A+(J7)) by (2.15). From (2.8), (2.9), and (2.14) we obtain induction, G l (U) has an element j3 such that e^r(/^) = a~2ei and far((3) = a 2 /^ for i > 2, and 0fc(/2) nas characteristic roots as described in (ii). Put a = 7 ai /?-Then a G G 1 (V) and O0k(ct) = diagfaiO^g/^g -1 ), ^l^Cfe (/?)]• We can easily verify that a has the required properties of (ii). Since the case of odd n can be proved in a similar and simpler way, we obtain our theorem.
Remark. The element a of the above theorem is uniquely determined by ai, ... , a r if the a$ are generic, as can easily be seen. The uniqueness fails, however, for some special a^. Take, for example, n = 2 and a\ = y^-L Then -a has the same properties as a.
A5.3. Let us now describe the Lie algebra of G x {y) as a subset of A + (V), and discuss its relationship with the Lie algebra of SO^. We let F denote either R or C, and consider the Lie algebras over F. We fix (V, if) over F. We have two exponential maps: exp : End(l/, F) -> GL(V, F), exp : A(V) -> A{V) X , defined as usual by exp(x) = Sm=o xm / m '* Then the Lie algebra of GL(V, F) resp. A(V) X is End(V, F) resp. A(V). The structure of A(V) as a Lie algebra is defined with respect to [x, y] -xy -yx for x, y G A(V).
Let g^ resp. g 1 denote the Lie algebra of SO^ resp. G 1 (V). By a standard principle we have Theorem A5.4. If {xi}f =1 is an orthogonal basis of V, then we have g 1 = J2i<j FxiXj. Moreover, if dr denotes the isomorphism of g 1 onto g^ obtained from the map r : G l {V) -• SO^(V), then v • dr(£) = [v, f] for every v eV and every PROOF. We have seen that r(exp(££)) =exp(fi?^), from which we obtain dr(^) = R^. This proves the second assertion. Next, for x, y, v G V we have xyv -vxyx(yv + vy) -(xv + vx)y G V; also, if xy = -yx, then (xy)* = -xy, and hence XiXj G g 1 if i 7^ j. Since g 1 is isomorphic to g^, we have dim(g 1 ) = n(n -l)/2. Therefore g 1 = Xw<j F x i x j> This completes the proof.
A5.5.
Let us now take F = R and investigate the Cartan decomposition go = £o + Po of §A1.1 for SO^ and G l (V). If 99 is definite, then the groups are compact, and the question is trivial. Therefore we assume that ip is not definite, and take a decomposition V = X 0 Y with nontrivial subspaces X and V, on which cp is positive and negative definite, respectively. By Theorem 14.2 (iv), G 1 (X)G 1 (Y) is a maximal compact subgroup of G 1^) , and T(G 1 (X)G 1 (Y)) = SO^(X) x SO*{Y), which is a maximal compact subgroup of SOQ(V).
Define an element 9 of 0^{V) by (x + y)0 = x -y for x G A" and y G Y. Then We easily see that Y = 7 for 7 G A+(X) U A + (r), and so G 1 (X)G 1 (Y) is contained in the right-hand side of (A5.8). Suppose a G G l (V) and a e = a; then r(a) belongs to the right-hand side of (A5.6), and hence r(a) = T(J) with 7 G G 1 (X)G 1 {Y). Thus a -±7 G G^AOGH^), which proves (A5.8).
Let g 1 = t 1 + p 1 be the Cartan decomposition of g 1 with respect to the automorphism a i-> a 61 of G l (V). For £ G g 1 and t G R we have exp (f • d9(£)) = exp(t£) e = exp(f^), so that d0{£) = £ e for every ^egK Thus (A5.9) P 1 = {€eg 1 |^ = -e}-Take an orthogonal bases {x t } of A" and {yh} of Y. By Theorem A5.4, g 1 is spanned by the elements XjXj for i ^ j, ynyk for ft ^ ft, and x^. Therefore we obtain (A5.10) p 1 is spanned over R by tiie elements xy for all x G X and all y G Y.
A5.6. Finally let us discuss the 6-dimensional case with F = R and <p = 1 6 as an easy example. By Lemma A3.8, the map XH/ is a positive involution of A+(V); also A+(V) ^ i\/ 4 (C) by (A3.7). By Lemma A3.7 there is an isomorphism / ofA+{V) onto M 4 (C) such that f(x*) = t J(x). Therefore we can identify A+(V) with i\/ 4 (C) so that x* = f x. Let us now prove (A5.ll) G\V) = {xe 5L 4 (C) I xx* = l}, that is, G l {V) can be identified with 517(4). First, by Theorem 14.2, G 1^) is connected and compact, and hence det (G l {V)) = 1. Therefore G 1 (V) is contained in the right-hand side of (A5.ll). The same principle as in (A5.3a, b) shows that the Lie algebra of 517(4) is {£€M 4 (C)|r = -£ tr(O = 0}.
This has dimension 15, which is dim(g 1 ). It is well known that 517(4) is connected, and therefore we obtain (A5.ll). Let us next consider A + (Vc) for V c = V 0R C with the above </ ? extended naturally to VQ. Then T4 + (VC) = A + (V) 0R C, which can be identified with A/ 4 (C) x i\/ 4 (C) through the map £ 0 a i-> (af, a?) for £ € ^+(V) = A/ 4 (C) and a G C. Since (£ 0 a)* = ^®o, we see that (a, /?)* = (*/?, *a) for (a, /i) G A + (Vc) = M±(C) x M 4 (C) . Now the Lie algebra of 5L 4 (C) is of dimension 15 over C. Therefore the same type of reasoning as above shows that (A5.12) GHVc) = {(«, 'a-1 ) \ a G 5L 4 (C)}.
Thus G 1 (Vc) can be identified with 5L 4 (C), and the spin representation u can be given by uj(a) = (a, t a~1) for a G 5L 4 (C).
